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a An Enhanced Life, Nourished Through Art a

Minnesota Artists’ Association
Spring Open Juried Exhibition
The Edina Art Center will host the Spring Open Show
which will open on Thursday, March 31 and close on
Thursday, April 28. The Edina Art Center’s gallery is
relatively small but it is a warm, cozy space and our
organization is fortunate to have this opportunity.
The gallery can accommodate about sixty paintings,
consequently, entries will be limited to two paintings.
Because the E.A.C. staff hangs the show and provides
publicity a $5.00 fee in addition to the entry fee will be due.
Entrants will be required to sign a liability release form.
All work entered will be required to be “for sale” and a
35% sale commission will be assessed. Referrals, that is, a
sale resulting from exposure at E.A.C. will have a 15% fee.
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And a Tip of The Hat
For: MAA Show Chair
Marjorie Moody
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Retired Hamline, Professor of Art, Jim Conaway, will judge
the show for both artistic merit and presentation.
Gallery wrapped paintings must have a thick underpinning
flush with the surface and have the perimeter edges painted.
Show Chair, Marjorie Moody, reports that hospitality
volunteers are needed for the opening reception.
Give us a hand and call Marjorie at: (651) 644-0068.
Because this is an “open” show, encourage your non-MAA
artistic friends to enter. The E.A.C. has glass show cases and
pedestals suitable for sculpture and ceramics and our non-painter
members and friends will have an opportunity to show their work.
Get busy, folks. Get those paintings ready to exhibit and get
those entry forms processed and mailed!!
Lets make the Spring Opener a rousing success!!
(Entry forms and particulars on the flip side of this page.)

Marjorie Moody
1220 Pascal St. No
St. Paul, MN 55108
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